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Figure 4-60: Phase plane plots for fJf0 *=0.784. The hot film was located 
at x/J)=.6 and y/0=2. for off-midplane (a) and·~dplane (b) PQSitions . 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Peak to peak amplitude of cylinder. 9.scillation 
.. 
D Major diameter of cylinder, D=l/4 inch. 
M Sampling frequency, M=l/0.081==12.34 Hz 
Excitation frequency of cylind~r, ,fe: 0.55-0.9 Hz 
. 
f0 *· Natural shedding from. stationary cylind~r (at R~150), f0 *= 0.77 Hz 
fr· Frequency ratio, t:. = fjf0* 
fs ... · Vortex· shedding frequency 
Hydrogen. Hydrogen bubble timelines used for visualization . . 
Vortex wavelength, A = length between vort~x centers on 
same side of street 
Ny Nyquist frequency, Ny = M/2=6.17 Hz 
~ ( 
' 
Re Reynolds number based on D, Re= UD/v = 150 
U Uniform freestream velocity, U = .93 m/sec 
u2(f) Local velocity squared from hot wire probe as a function of 
frequency, u2(t) = energy in wake at probe 
V Viscosity of water 
· . x Downstream position of vertical bubble wire 
y Cross stream location usually of vertical bubble wire 
y(t) Cylinder's irtical pos_ition with respect time 
z Vertical spanwise coordinate 
I 
Xl.V 
\, . 
' . 
' . ,., ' 
' . 
. ·ABSTRACT-· 
,,:.~ 
~ . 
-·~ ...... 
This thesis investigates the three-dimensional ·vortex· fo11na~on.· past ·an . . . 
1· 
. 
osc~ting, non-unifonn _cylinder. An hour-glass shaped cylinder was oscillated in
 
. ' 
. 
. / 
the cross-stream ·direction in a water ch~el at Lehigh University_ at particular
 
frequencies and ampUtudes. . The gradual and seemingly insignificant di~eter
 
. 
\ 
reduction (20% in 30 of spah length) produced a large and ~owing three-
dimensional effect. The wake produced from this forced oscillation was· analyzed
 
experimentally employing hydrogen bubble visualization and hot film anemometry.
 
Three distinct regimes of vortex fo1111ation can occur: non-lock-in, lock-in, 
(' 
and modulated. The non-lock-in region of the wake flow is disorganized past both
 
the two-dimensional part of the cylinder on the top and bottom. and the three-
dimensional (necked) part of the cylinder .in the middle. In tlie lock-in region, the 
,. 
fonnation can be characterized by one distinct wave· {01111 repeating itself in the
 
three-dimensional (middle) and two-dimensional {top 3Ild bottom) regions of the 
cylinder. This wave form repeats itself from cycle to cycle. Jn. the modulated fom1
 
region of response, there are ordered and repetitive patterns of vortex f 01111ation at
 
~.,.,. 
a sub-multiple (1/2,1/3,1/5) of the forcing frequency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 3.tld· ·LtlERA.TURE ··REVIEW 
-
i ; 
... 
I -
. ·-· 
There are ,many reasons for understanding the' phenorn~non of vortex 
,',I • ' 
shedding. Flow past bluff bodies has a wide range ·of industrial · ~d technical 
• 
. 
,1 
applications .. Some applications are· flow~induced vibration, noise reduction and 
generation, heat transfer effects, and mixing and combustion ~ffects. 
Flow induced vibration, for instance, is significant in many structures. In 
1940 a landmark failure in engineering history occurred when the Tacoma Narrows 
Bridge collapsed due to the resonance of the wind frequency with the natural 
structural frequency. Wind or air flow over buildings causes vibrations that are 
most apparent near Ute top of tall buildings. The asymmetrical vortex f 01111ation . 
produces .fluctuating lift-type forces (normal to the cylinder) causing structural 
' 
. 
vibration. Oth~r such applications·· include airflow over cables, water flow across 
. :. ' 
' 
. 
pipelines and tube banks in heat exchangers, and aerodynamics of cars, plane.s, and 
submarin~s. Flow induced vibration may reduce the drag of a cylinder. 
-
Another application of vortex shedding is noise reduction and generation. 
A common engineering goal is to reduce the noise from propellers, turbine blades, 
pumps, fans, etc. Noise, besides being annoying, indicates an emission of energy 
and could be a source of inefficiency. 
Turbulence improves mixing which enhances convection thus increasing heat 
transfer between a fluid and a body. From the combustion of gas in an automobile· 
< 
to the convective cooling of tube banks.in heat exchangers,· a better-understanding. 
i 
_ . .,., .. 
• 0 
r • . 
. II 
. ' 
• ; 
' 
. 
. 
' 
· of vortex. shedding can be used to_improve mixing.reffi~iency. Vortex sheddin
g! 
'\ 
may aci like turbulence to increase heat transfer mid mixing~ · · 
. ' 
' ' • 
, In additiqn to the ·direct applications. mentioned above, vortex shedding is. 
studied for the purely scientific pursuit of understanding a basic phenomenon. A
s 
. 
m 
. 
. 
' 
in·the past,.technology has advanced through the thorough ~derstanding of bas
ic 
phenomena It is likely that an understanding of vortex shedding will inspire th
e 
•· ,,,. 
discovery of concepts,.laws, or other objects beyond our·present consideration. 
-
. 
In this brief review; a few aspects of vortex shedding past cy]µlders will be 
discussed. These aspects include the different modes of vortex shedding, obliqu
e 
, 
and parallel shedding, vortex splitting, and some instability concepts. 
1.1 Effect of Cylinder Motion on Wake 
Cylinder vibration at or near the shedding frequency and,·no1111al to the free 
~ 
stream can cause many uncfesirable effects such as an increasing in vortex strengt
h, 
spanwise correlation of the wake, ·and drag force. This vibration can also force th
e 
- . . 
frequency of ~ortex shedding to change to tJie·cylinder vibration frequency. Th
is 
. I 
' 
' 
effect, known as lock-in, cari also. be produced if the vibration frequency is a 
multiple or submultiple of· the shedding frequency. This vibration at or near th
e 
. . 
shedding frequency of the structure. organizes the wake. 
" 
.4.-··· -·· 
< 
.. ,, 
,. 
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I· 
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' 
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1.2.~ Vortex Formation· from Two-Dimensional Cylinders· 
. . 
. 
W:Jlliamson and Roshko [ 1988] · investigatec;Pv:ortex fo11nation iil the wake 
.. 
- . 
. ., . 
of an oscillating cylinder. They studied and defined regions of synchronizations 
-
for 300<Re<1000 reasoning that in this range the vortex.formation will principally .. 
be an inviscid effect. Consequently, the mechanisms of formation will be "similar" 
in this range. · 
Their results were described in te11ns of the cylinder oscillation amplitude 
' 
. -
. 
~ 
and wavelength, which is related to the frequency. Vortices coalesce in the near 
wake when the cylinder is forced with small amplitudes (AID << 1). ·. Large-scale 
vortex streets (which can grow) are produced when the exci~ation amplitude is 
comparable to the body diameter (A/D-1). For each range of increasing 
amplitudes (AID >> 1), different vortex patterns are ·synchronized. Vortex pairs 
form which can convect from the body sometimes like a jet flow .. Asymmetrical 
ij 
vortex patterns can occur despite a symmetrical cylinder motion. 
,, 
A 1/3 subhannonic lock-on in which t-fj3 occurs at low amplitudes and 
large wavelengths (of the cylinder cycle). Symmetry arguments expect a 1/3 
I 
subhannonic and an absence of a 1/2 silbliannonic. 
~ 
Williamson and Roshko also found that the cylinder's acceleration phase at 
the beginning of each half-cycle rolls up both of the separating shear layers in ~ 
pair of vortices, over a certain range of excitation conditions. Thus, each complete 
,----· ..... 
' ' 
cycle sheds four vortices, rather than two Kannan-type vortices. However, when 
', 
4 
0 
' 
i\.'· 
f-,'· 
. t. 
.( 
•, • ~ I ' 
. I 
> ,-i. . 
. '· ... 
I 
., 
' 
. . . 
. 'I\,. . . . • . . 
:'. . . . " 
· the frequency is decreased to . its critical valu~, 'one shear layer separates during . ~ 
~celeration. and rolls· into one of the vortices· which began in the previous half 
' .... 
. 
' 
cycle. Thus only two vortices fo1111 each cycle and the wake vorticity is more 
• 
• 
.. 
' 
concentrated. This is called a "resonant synchronization" within the lock-in region. 
This critical curve in the amplitude-wavelength plane as defined by Williamson and 
Roshko [1988] coincides· with the peak body force curve as defmed by Bishop and 
Hassan [1964]. 
In a related study, Bishop and Hassan suggested that the lift-type forces 
~ 
peaked or resonated at an excitation frequency slightly below the natural shedding 
"' 
frequency. When the lift drops sharply, the phase between the body motion and 
the lift changes suddenly. 
In another study, van Atta, Gharib, and Hammache studied three-dimensional 
vortex streets past cylinders. Using hot ftlm data and smoke·-wire visualization, van ' 
Atta et al. showed that the disturbed regions of the vortex street are confmed to the · 
most compact_ spanwise periodic regions for the lock-in case. This lock-in case · 
produces a single-vibration frequency of the cylinder. The multiple-vibration 
frequency case produces chaotic velocity spectra across the entire span (see section 
1.5). 
. .. 
Considering the near wake region in detail, Ongoren and Rockwell [ 1986] 
investigated the mechanisms of phase shift. They observed that as the excitation 
frequency increased: The vortex fo1111ation wavelength~ decreased and· · vortex 
5 
. .. ~· 
.. 
) . 
- --
.c--,,.-. 
, 
- ··, 
/: ' 
switching occurred (near fe-fJ in the near wake region. · . P)ase locking or 
synchrQnization of the · vortex f otn1ation and the cyljnder motion· occurred whe11 
r 
fJf0= 1 and 1/2. 
'' 
Near fJf0= 1, a phase shift of 1t occurs between the frrst vortex sh
ed and the 
' 
. . 
cylinder motion. This shift causes the energy transfer between 
the fluid and 
cylinder to switch directions. If fe is large enough, large-scale vortical dev
el~pment 
is delayed as small scale vortices f Of:111. 
In part ill of that · study, Ongoren and Rockwell investigated "mo
de 
competition in the near wake." They found that distinct mqdes of v
ortices f 01111, 
depending on the excitation frequency and the incident angle a th
e flow makes 
with the cylinder. One mode is symmetrical about.the equilib~um pos
ition of the 
cylinder motion in the flow direction. There are four anti-symme
trical modes. 
Three of the four anti-symmetrical modes show period doubling r
elative to the 
Kannan mode. 
Competition between modes exists when synchronization. is 
absent . 
• 
Depending on fe and a, mode switching occurs after several cycles. I
f the cylinder 
,, 
is forced ,from rest with an abrupt sinusoidal motion, the initially syn
chronized 
mode decays to an anti-symmetrical mode. 
\ 
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1.3. Yawed,~blique and Par~e~ Shedding from Cylinders 
·. In a different study, Ramberg [1982].· considered- the "effects Qf yaw and 
finite length" on cylinder wakes. Ramberg showed that various Ielationships exist 
between the angle· of the shed ·vortex filaments_· art4 the shedding frequency, the . . 
base pressure, and therefore· the drag. Also, slantwise shedding at angles diffe
rent . 
"' 
from. the· cylinders yaw angle occurs for inclined cylinders with no- end ef
fects. 
The experiments were done in a wind·tunnel with 160<Re<ll00. 
Previous visualization experiments showed that cylinder wakes wer~ not 
# 
. always the vo~ex-shedding (von Karinan) type. ·Ramberg classified thre~_reg~es. . \ 
s \. 
fi 
of vortex f or1nation: vortex shedding, steady trailing vo!1ex, and ~sition bet
ween · 
the two. The classical vortex shedding regime ( unsteady at low Re) ·oc~urs- at small 
. 
. 
yaw angles ( <20°) over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The steady trailing 
vortex pattern occurs· at large ya~ angles and- low Reynolds numbers
. A 
., 
transitional regime is -present between the vortex· shedding and steady traili
ng 
vortex regimes .. 
. ~ ... ,. 
The steady trailing vortex pa~em can be described as wavy lines that stream 
out behind a cylinder with vortex ftlaments looping over each other. _The loo
ping -· 
process moves down (to the downstream end of the cylinder) producing more wavy ' . 
\_.-
lines. These wavy lines seem to straighten the first wavy lines thus .form
ing a 
"' 
steady trailing pattern. In most cases, the vortex filaments were more inclined than· ·
 
. 
. 
, 
the cylinder's yaw angle. 
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In addition to the -classifications mentioned -above, Ramberg found that the 
•I' . ' 
net vorticity discharged. ·into the wake from separating shear layers is not parallel 
. 
... 
. 
. 
-
.. 
· to the -cylinder; rather, ·.the resultant vorticity vector is less inclined than the
 .. 
cylinder. The character of the· wake pattern was found to be very sensitive to end 
conditions especially at low Reynolds numbers. 
. 
' 
. 
". 
' 
Yawed cylinder results are usually compared· · to ·results.·. from the 
· Independence Principle. -- This principle likens flow over a yawed cylinder to th
e 
·- ·no11nal .. incidence case (see Schllchting 1968) and ·is·~plicable only for vibrating 
cylinders. Ramberg found the shedding frequency higher than predicted from the 
• 
D 
.. 
Independence Principle while the . shedding angle, vortex fo1111ation length, base 
pressure and wake width all less than predicted. The Independeµce Principle can 
describe lock-in of vortex wakes, bounds of lock-in, and vibration effects upon the 
'" 
wake dimensions for vibrating, yawed cylinders. 
. ' 
Also consid~g oblique shedding, Williamson [1987] examined "oblique 
and parallel modes of vortex shedding" past cylinders. He showed that the 
ttansition from one mode of oblique shedding to another causes the discontinuity 
in the Strouhal-Reynolds curve. In one oblique shedding mode, the end conditions 
match the flow over the whole span. In another oblique mode, the end conditions 
do not match the. ·central flow. End effects cause oblique shedding. In fact, end 
conditions affect the vortex wake over the entire span for cylinders of up to. 
·· hundreds of diameters in length. End effects directly influence a region of cylinder 
8 
ff . 
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" 
span of 10-Z.O diameters and indirectly influence the rest of the span by p
ropag.at~g 
',; 
-aisturbances such as bends -in the vortices. This ~turbanc
e propagation _is a · 
' 
. 
' • 
'<I 
manifestation· of instability. Both parallel and oblique shedding
· are solutions to. 
different problems with cliff ~rent boundary conditions. y 
-
. . 
' 
, 
Investigating an old but not universally agreed upon correlation, W
illiamson 
[1988] related Strouhal and Reynolds numbers. He states that the discontinu
ity in 
this relationship (at Re-165) is due to a change in the mode of oblique sheddi
ng. 
I 
This curve is continuous when parallel shedding is induc.ed by 
manipulating end 
. co~ditions. Given an oblique shedding angle, 8, the oblique sheddi
ng. data is 
tr8I1Sfo1111able · to parallel shedding data by S0=SJcos 0 where -S
=Strouhal 
number=f P/U. . Williamson states. that since his data agrees with data from a -
different source ·that the curve is ~ersal (for laminar vortex shedding o
f a 
. circ\llar cylinder). His result is that· S=A/R.e+B+CRe, where A=-3.3265, B=.1
816, 
' . 
·~ . 
arid·C=.0001600 valid for 49<Re<l78. 
1.4. Vortex Splitting 
. In the · same study, . Williamson further considered oblique
 shedding. 
Spanwise cells with dif(eient shedding ··frequencies exi_st in at least one mode
 of 
oblique shedding~ "Vortex dislocations" f 01111 between those s
pan wise cells 
· perio~cally when cells move· out of phase with _each other.
 This mechanism 
generates complex patches· of streamwise vorticity. This proce
ss involves vortex 
. 
-
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division in which a vorte:x of one cell divides then connects to· two other vortices 
of the.·same sign in another cell. These qualitative results of vortex division agree 
with the results· of Eisenlohr and Eckelmann [1988] who refer to vortex division . 
·• 
as "vortex splitting." 
Eisenlohr and Eckelmann [1988] considered "vortex splitting and its 
., 
· consequences" in the wake of an oscillating cylinder. Vortex splitting is when 
vortex filaments of one core split then merge into offset cores· of other vortices. . 
.. 
. Vortex .splitt~g occurs when vortex axes are· unmatched, ·. and is due to a-· 
nonunif 01m shedding -frequency across the span of the wake. Vortex splitt~g 
. 
. 
~ I " "'8 
causes envelope shapes ·in the velocity time traces. These time traces sometimes 
show growing amplitudes which indicate the amplification of a disturbance. 
' . 
' . 
' . 
Hollow cylinders placed near both end-plates and over the original cylinder cause 
' 
. 
a "design break line" of the vortex axes. This design_break line unexpectedly leads 
to parallel shedding at a higher frequency· than what is usually observed. 
': 1.5. Unstable Vortex Formation from Thin Trailing Edges 
Lasheras and Choi [1988] considered three-dimensional instability concepts· 
in plane shear layers. They showed that the growth time of the instability is much . 
shorter. for the two-dimensional case than that of the three-dimensional case. 
Initially, the primary Kelvin-Helmholtz instability develops. This. dev,elopme~t .. 
· lead~. to the formation of an almost two-dimensional array of spanwis.e vortex 
; 
. 
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tubes. The perturbed vorti~ity is stretch~ ~y· by the strain field cre
ated by . 
' ' 
evolving spanwise vortices. This stretching r~sults fu the formation of vortex
 tubes.·· 
During this ·fo1111ation, the spanwise vortices maintain th~ir two-dimensionality·. 
•' ' 
·This suggests an uncoupled development of both instabilities. 
. 
· 1.6. Vortex·. Formation from Hemispherical Bodies 
How might shedding from a cylinder relate to shedding from a hemisphere
? 
To compare she4ding mechanisms, one must consider.the hemisphere m·a 
uniforn1. 
) 
flow. since . this is the same flow condition· as that ·on the .. cylinder and si
nce the 
shedding mechanism of a hemisphere beneath ·a boundary· Iayer is differe
nt th~ 
that of a sphere in a µnifo1111 flow as shown by·Acarlar and Smith [1984]. Acarla
r 
~.:.>. 
and Smith believe that the difference is du.e to the destabili:ZiI1g effec
t of the 
boundary layer and the three-dimensionality of the flow around the hemi
sphere. 
< ,. 
By visualizing dye past spheres in a unifo11n, flow, Achenbach [1974] 
observed that shedding from a sphere is symmetric and 180° apart as in_th
e case r 
of a cylinder. Acarlar and Smith contend that these symmetric .shed 
vortices· 
mutually induct and communicate. This process explains why the bounda
ry layer 
shedding mechanism differs from the unif or1n flow shedding mechanism
 past a 
.. ' 
hemisphere. 
. 
'. 
The similarity between shedding from a sphere and shedding from a.cylli)der 
"' 
' 
' 
makes one wonder whether the she~ding mechanism of a cylinder with 
a three~ ·· 
11 
" ' 
. i 
} 
" 
-
· dimetfSional effect (perhaps a diameter tapering and widening· in its middle) Would 
have further similarities to that of a hemispher~. ~~ might ~xpect an inverse 
effect or a phase shift of 180° of the shedding past a convex hemisphere and the 
" 
' 
shedding past a three-dimensional, concave cylinder. Analysis of the ·Shedding past 
this type of non-uriifonn cylinder, which wo~d produce three-dimensional l, 
' 
' 
shedding, aJ!d a comparison of it to shedding of a hemisphere could help ·simplify 
the characterization of shedding by explaining different phenomenon with one 
theory. 
l 
• 
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. 2. EXPERIMENTAL.SYSTEM 
,, 
· The experiment was··conducted in an open channel (Figure 2-1). The test. 
section of the channel was made of clear Plexiglass on the sides and bottom. to 
visualize the experiments from th~ sides and below (with mirrors). The test section 
is 24 inches deep, 42 inches wide, and 14 feet long. The water level was 
' 
b 
t 
a 
' 
maintained at 22 inches to keep a constant volume (3~500 gallons) of water in the 
channel so the flow . rate would be constant at a given rpm of the pump. The (i 
turbulence level of the free stream is 1.3% at a flow speed of 1.4 in/sec. 
The cylinder was fixed on a computer controlled positioning table. in the 
middle of the channel's test section (Figure 2-2). The cylinder has a 20% diameter 
reduction in its middle to produce three-dlltlensional shedding. The outside 
... 
' 
diameter is 1/4". The cylinder linearly tapers down to 1/5" in 3/4" across the span. 
It is symmetrical about its midplane (i.e. when D=l/5") (Figure 2·:3·and 2-3b). The 
cylinder extends downward 15" into the water. The table (Daedel brand model 
~ #310062s-253) is able to move in an XY plane but the present experiments only 
traversed in the cross-stream direction in a saw tooth oscillation cycle (Figure 2-4 ). 
-
The cylinder frequency, fe, .varied from .5-1 Hz and the amplitude of oscillation, . ., 
• 
, ,\,P' varied from .02-1.8 inches peak to peak, though most of this study was 
co~ducted with ,\,P=.09375" (AJD=-3/8). · . 
·'-\,; .. 
A Compumotor system (mo<Jel #A/AX.57-102) with a PC-23 adaptor drove 
the table which in tum oscillated· the cylinder. An indexer, a driver, and a motor 
13 
l 
• 
J 
' / 
' ,· 
... 
are the three main parts of the system·. A computer (Zenith Z-41) ·was used -to send 
' 
. 
' 
high lev_el commands in C language to ~~ indexer. The indexer generates the step 
.. ._) 
pulses for motion and sends these pulses to the driver. The step pulses describe 
1 
· 
. 
th~ velocity, a~celeration, and position of the motion. The driver's internal logic 
and power amplifiers set the current levels that drive the Compumotor. The motor 
is connected to a screw-type output shaft which produces the linear motion of the 
table and thus oscillates the cylinder across the flow (Figure ·2-6). -
\ 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL TECIJNIQUES. 
Hydrogen bubble visualization and hot wire anemometry were use
d to study 
,, 
. 
. 
' 
the wake region .. " 
....... 
3.1. Hydrogen Bubble Flow Visualization Technique 
A platinum wire 0.001" in diameter is stretched between the e
nds of a Probe 
(Figure 3-1). The wire must b~ small compared to the cylinder to m
inimize· 
\ /' ·· ... ' " 
shedding from it which could influence the cylinder's sheddin
g. The probe and the 
wire are usually vertically or horizontally placed in the wa
ter at the· location of 
" 
interest (depending on the. plane one wants to study). A negative voltage is 
applied 
to the wire (cathode) and a positive voltage to the carbon probe (anode) to p
roduce 
" 
hydrogen bubbles. The carbon probe is located downstream
 of the wire so that it 
. ' 
-~, .. doe~ not affect the shedding from the cylinder. The water co
mpletes the circuit 
' . 
between the wire and the probe. The voltage in the circui
t is pulsed at known 
''( 
frequencies which causes the hydr~en and oxygen that
 comprise the water 
molecule to ionize (separate). A line of small hydrogen bubbles is ge
nerated 
initially parallel to the wire and travels with the flow. 
The motion of these 
ft 
timelines can be studied by illuminating them with a strobosc
ope. The Instrobe 90 
' 
stroboscope (90 Watts) was used in this experiment. 
The polarity of the de current determines whether hydrog
en or oxygen · 
bubbles are produced. . Hydrogen bubbles are preferred bec
ause they are smaller 
15 
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v .. 
' 
(less buoyancy or floating effects) and have twi~e· the concentration ·of oxygen 
.. 
~ 
bubbles. Approximately_· 30 fluid· ounces· of sodium sulfate was added to
 the water 
(total ·channel volume =3,500 gallons) to achieve a satisfactory electro
lyte 
concentration. 
' ~ 
,, 
. 
The pH of the water, the number and size of the air bubbles and o
f foreign 
particles (usually dust)· present in the water, and the unifo11nity of the velo
city 
r --
vproftle after channel reduction are ·.·all important factors in hydro
gen bubble 
• 
visualization and theiefore must be optimized to achie
ve . accurate . and 
understandable results. 
The pump driving the-free-stream flow was left on overnight aft
er draining, 
c)fdning, and refi11ing·to eliminate.dissolved air bubbles and to uniformly mix
 the 
sodium sulfate electrolyte and chlorine. Approximately 16 fluid ounces o
f chlorine 
(5.25% sodium hypochlorite) were used in the ch~el to prevent algae grow
th. 
One must be careful not to use too much chlorine and sodium s
ulfate as they may . 
.. 
attack the rubber joints that connect the ·· channel sectiQns. An Aquality brand 
' 41. " 
swunming pool test kit was used to determine the chlorine and
 pH levels of the 
' 
. 
water. Clear and good-sized (small) bubbles were produced when the pH level w
as 
slightly basic (7. 7). The chlorine level has little influence on the quality 
of 
hydrogen .bubble generated but is important to monitor for minimu
m algae growth 
I 
.. 
. and maximum joint life of the channel. A reasonable chlorine level is about 1 as 
measured with the Aquality brand test kit. . 
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Once the water is_ properly treated and optimized, the ~xperiJnent can be 
- I 
conducted. The strqbe light illuminates the bubbles while synchronizing with the 
' ' 
high speed video- system (Video Lo~c Corporation's INSTAR N model) which 
'· . 
. . 
records -at a rate of 120 frames per second (Figure 3-2). The strobe and a 120 Watt 
Bogen brand studio light was oriented at different angles t~ illuminate the. bubbles 
while maximizing the· contrast between the bright. bubbles lines and the background 
·flow. A Nikon F-3 35mm cameni was then used. to photograph selected ~eline 
images off the video screen. 
A second, more direct approach of recording the timeline images in- the flow 
field involved photographing the "images with a 35mm camera without going 
through the inte11ne~iate step of the video system. The camera was computer 
synchronized with the cylinder's oscillation. 
The bubble wire was arranged vertically and horizontally at different 
Jocations relative to the_ cylinder. For the horizontal plane test, the wire was 
' 
located at the midplane of the diameter reduction and 3" (l2D) below J:he midplane 
for a variety of frequencies and amplitudes of cylinder oscillation. The wjre was 
placed immediately upstream of the cylinder to observe the near wake -vortex 
fo1111ation behavior. For the vertical plane test, the wire was placed behind the 
cylinder but offset by 1-2 cylinder diameters in the cross_-stream direction (Figure 
2-5). The results of these experiments in conjunction with: the results from the hot . 
I 
wire anemometry (IOCated 1.5" 8ownstreaID and 0.5" cross-stream) were used to 
) 
f 
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characterize the three-dimensional vortex formation in the wake of an oscillating, 
non-unifo1111 cylinder. 
3.1.1. Potential Problems with the Hydrogen Bubble Technique 
,:!J 
-~ . ,, 
Although this technique can be used to quantitatively study unsteady flows, 
it is usually used qualitatively for visualization. As in all experimental techniques, 
-
. ~~ '!. • 
-~~ 
there are uncertainties that must be understood when assessing a technique's 
effectiveness. Some uncertainties of hydrogen bubble ·visualization are the 
influence of the probe supports, bubble rise due to buoyancy effects, frequency . 
response of the gen~rating wires, and bubble slip due to pressure gradients in the 
flow. 
If the probe supports that hold the platinum wire are too large ( on the order 
.of the cylinder), they can influence the shedding of the cylinder and act as mild 
boundary conditions. Also, if the probe ends are not properly insulated, they can 
produce large bubbles which can influence the flow field and cause bubble rise. 
s 
Bubble rise, which is due to the buoyancy of the -bubbles, becomes a 
problem if large bubbles are produced (voltage too high) in a slow flow field. The 
bubble rise velocity must be small compared to the flow field velocity. The 
diameter of the hydr9gen bubbles is about the thickness of the platinum wire, i.e. 
-
. 
0.001 ". Lusseynin and Rockwell (1988) determined that the terminal rise ·velocity, 
. 
. 
Vt, depends on the freestream velocity, U. For my experiment, U=0.927 in/sec and· 
18 
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consequently Vt i$ smaµ and ·can be neglected. ,, . 
, . 
' ' 
' 
• I" 
•. ~ 
,Lag in the frequency, response of J}ie ~ubbles due t9 velocity perturbations 
· 
~ . 
• 
' 
-
• 
I 
\ ~ . . .' . 
. is also a problem of the hydrogen bubble,technique. ·E'4lch bu~ble has inertia which 
I 
, 
.,, 
' 
• 
slows its respons~ to velocity perturbations.· Schaub et al~ (1965)· determin
ed that 
. 
. . 
bubbles with 0.00-1" drameter respond' q~icklr ~hen the freque
ncy o( generation of 
" 
bubbles is less than· 500 Hz.~ For. my experiments·, 'the. frequency was .. usually · 
around 1_00 Hz, a valu~ much less than · 500 Hz. Thus, the lag in the frequency 
1 • 
response is considered negligible for my experiment. 
Retardation · of the bubble vel~ity in the wake of· the wire
 can also be a . 
problem in the hydrogen bubble technique. · If the bubbles .are 
in the wake of the 
', 
wire, their velocity will be influenced by the presence of the
 wire. Schaub et al. 
. 
. 
. 
. (1965) showed that the defect velocity. in the wake of a cylinder re
aches the free 
strt?~ velocity within 70 diameters .. This wake effect is
 therefore only significant 
0.07" downstream the 0.001" diameter wire and thus insigni
ficant for this study. 
i ' 
. 
~ 
. 
Bubble slip due to pressure gradients in the flow can al
so be a problem in 
. 
. 
the hydr~gen bubble technique. The pressure gradient ~ proport
ional to the square 
"· , 
' 
of the bubble slip velocity as there is drag _on each bubbl
e. The bubble slip effect 
must be accounted for when quantitatively employi
ng the hydro&~n , bubble 
technique. 
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3.1.2. Selection of Film for Visualization 
' 
' 
Film selection was based on the speed of the image to be recorded, desired 
., 
·" contrast level, cost of film and associated,chemicals, and .ease of'processing.· Fo
r 
~ 
·~
 
the direct photographing of the timeline images through the side of the clum.nel test
 
section, a 'high speed ftlm is needed to produce _sharply focused pictures. Kodak
 
,\ 
· T-MAX 3200 (3200 ASA) 35mm black and white film was selected as it provides.· 
... 
good, contrast and detail in fast action images· (bubbles moving with the flow) while 
being easy to process. 
For the less direct approach. of photographing stationary timeline: images off 
the video system screen, Kodak Techpan (Technical pan<;>rama) black and white 
35mm film was chosen. Each ~line image was fixed on the screen ~g the 
video system's pause feature and .then photographed with .a Nik(?n F3 35mm 
camera Since the monitor's images were ,stationary, a low speed film could be
 
. 
., 
. 
. 
'. ' 
~:,,,,..-. . 
used. Low speed films typically. can capture more detail than high speed film
 
• 
because the cam~a' s aperture ( opening) is (!pen longer giving the light more. time 
. '• 
to mark the ftlm. Techpan film currently provides the most ·contrast and detail of 
all black and white, ··low speed ftlms (max. resolving power = 400 lines/mm). 
However, th~ developing solution. used to process Techpan film goes· stale faster
· 
than most and consequently must be mixed more often and in smaller quantities.
 _ 
All developing and printing of .the film, was done ~y the 3:uthor. 
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The horizontal-view photographs were taken off the vid~ ~· sys~
~m· with a 
. 
. 
35mm camera loaded with high contrast blacJ( and white film. Phot~graphs we
re 
' 
~ 
taken at several referenc~ poirtts in the cylinder's cross~stream, oscillator
y motion .. 
~. 
• .,,.. 
~ • 
• 
< 
Each (igure caption specifies . the location at which the picture was ·taken. For t
he 
" 
simple loc~~<?n case, _one~picture per cylinder cycle '(at maximum position) w
as 
' 
. 
l 
' 
taken as it provides enough infor111ation \to understand the lock-on 
vortex fo1niation. . 
Most pictures,· however, were -rakentlt the--two- extreme position
s of the cylinder 
motion as these· enable one to understand the .. subhannonic (1/2) formati
on case .. 
For the more complicated modulation patterns (1/3 3Ild 1/5 subharmonic
s), 
however, more photographs per ~ycle (usually 4) are needed to fully understand t
he 
.·· fo11nation patterns .. 
j 
. 
The number stamping feature provided in the upper. portion of
 the video 
system's image along with measurements of. the. cylinder's 
position and a· 
' 
. 
. •"t 
knowledge of its frequency and amplitude determined.when the ph
otographs should 
be taken. Also, knowing that the" shedding. direction is directly
 .downstream the 
. 
. 
cylinder in the free-stream direction at the cylinder's extreme 
positions (this is 
. 
' 
where the cylinder slows, stops, and changes direction) helped det,ennine when ~
e 
horizontal view photographs should. be takeri~ · · · 
For the span wise view, photograp~ were also· taken· at reference
 points to 
. ' 
. 
' 
the cylinder motion as indicated on each. figure caption. The Com
pumotor system· 
• 
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' 
syn~hro~ed the camera with ··the cylinder's motion. The photographs
 and· an -
L~, 
analysis appear in the. results chapter of the report. 
3.2. Hot Wire Anemometry 
'Il!e second ·major experimental technique employed to understand the three-
dimensional wake flow was hot wire anemometry. The hot wire ~emom
eter is a 
de-vice that is often used to quantify flow velocity under various conditions
. A fine 
w~e is heated (powered) by an electrical current. When the flow passes the wire 
at a high velocity, the voltage must be increased to maintain the wire's tem
perature 
due to the water's cooling effect. This voltage is ·related to· the currerit
 (V=IR) 
which is related to the power dissipated (heat). The power required to maintain?-
cons~t _ temperature is equal to the temperature multiplied by a co
nvection _ 
parameter, h. The convection parameter, h, has been empirically corre
lated 'to 
velocity. Thus, voltage is related to velocity. 
For this investigation a DISA brand single element R-11 hot wire prob
e 
connected to a DISA constant temperature anemometer was used. A T
ekuonix 
cliff erential amplifier model TM503 was used to amplify the signals
. The 
frequencies of interest for this experiment are 0.5-1 Hz. A .,~torage oscil
loscope 
,.'l .. 
(Tektronix model T912) was used to monitor the signals. These signals were 
recorded and subsequently analyzed with an IBM compatible computer (Zenith Z-
-
. 
41) equipped with a data acquisition board. The computer was- used·with the Fast 
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· . ·· · ~.,Fourier Tran8fo1i11 program ALT (Automated ~ratory Teclµiician), created by~· 
• 
: , 
, • \ 
r 
. 
"' 
' ' 
rriy res~~h colleaglle Charles Magriess .. The nWD.ber of sampling points,· N,-was 
1024. Th,;sampling time interval was .081 sec yielding a· sampling freque~cy of - .· ' 
12.34 Hz. ·' ,t.., ',l I' 
The probe was placed at two different locations for a variety of frequencies 
.,. 
-of cylinder oscillation. The amplitude of oscillation relative to the cylinder 
. 
. 
. 
diameter, A.JD, was 3/8._ The location of the hot wire probe was 1.5" (6D) 
downstream the cylinder and 0.5." (20) offset from the cylinder's center when its 
. 
. 
. in its- initial positi9n~ The ·probe was v~rtically· positioned at the midplane of the 
cylinder directly behind the diaipeter reduction and also 3" (l2D) below this • • 
midplane position (Figure 2-5). 
Realizing that all mechanical systems have unwanted noise .and resonant 
. frequencies that can obscure test results, the experimentalist can filter the data in 
,,. 
. 
( 
two ways. · First, the data can be pre-filtered with. an analog filter before it is 
recorded. If the c~rrect filter parameters are chosen, Jhis method will work well. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
y 
• 
However, choosing the correct filter requires _a thorough understanding of the 
. ~ . 
' 
. 
. 
' 
_system (natural and· noise frequencies pre8e~t)' and a knowledge of the frequencies 
.... , 
of interest of the phenomenon . 
. The second method of filtering out unwanted frequencies is digital post-
. 
~ 
' 
ftltering. The .data is recor9ed-unfilte~ in digital fo1n1. · Next, the unfiltered data 
. 
-· 
. 
... . . . 
. . . . 
... - . . . . 
. ~· 
,· ' . 
.... 
is checked _aiid analy~ed t(? .. dete11oine _ if certain frequencies are present in· all'··· .. 
' 
. 
. I 
' . 
i 
. · .. ' 
', 
.i '· 
C 
.· 
. .\ . 
. 
spectra (both periodic and non-periodic shedding). -~e system is considered and . 
. . 
' 
' 
1 
• • 
• 
its natural. and noise frequencies_ are compared to the lll,lwant~ frequencies· in the 
'. 
.. 
I ~ 
. ' 
'J unftltered · data. H these frequencies match, the 0data can be filtered to eliminate 
these frequencies. · 
Thus, the data can be pre-filtered (before it is .recorded) with an analog filter 
or post-filtered with a digital filter. Post-filtering is more flexible and more 
informative than pre-filtering. The unfiltered ·c1a.ta provides· complete info11nation 
on the shedding. The pre-filtered data is only informative if the experimentalist 
initially chose the ~orrect filter. ff one chooses a filter which is too extreme, 
shedding info11nation can be lost and the experiment may have to be repeated. The 
. experimentalist only gets one pre-filter choice· because the data is only recorded 
once. The second method allows the experimentalist to.choose as· many filters as 
A 
necessary to achieve acceptable results. If the results are undesirable, another filter 
may be tested. 
. 
For the experimental system used in this study, it is known from previous 
experiments that a water wave propagates between the ends . of the· channel at a 
frequency of 0.1 Hz. The natural mechanical frequency of the.channel and pump 
. , \) 
' .. 
is above 10 Hz. The natural frequency of the hot wire probe is dependent on the 
diameter, length, and material properties of the probe and .. is assumed to be above 
10 Hz. · The frequency of the forcing system is 60 Hz co11esponding to the 
• 
altem~ting current source of the Compumotor's power supply. Thus, a bandp~s-
24 
• 
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ftlter that passes signals between 0.15 and'6·Hz(ie. NyqIDSt frequency) should be .. . ~ 
effective- for this study. The Nyquist frequency (Ny=O:n5/a=6.2 Hz) is the-
.. maximum frequency observabl~ without false low-level frequency signal,. or a1ias 
components, appearing in the frequency band of interest. 
,' 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The goals of this investigation are to determine the types of.vortical .
structures 
present in the wake of a forced, cross-stream oscillating, nqn-unifonn c
y~der. The 
results of this study are based on flow visuaJi1ation and hot wire an
emometry as 
described in the previous chapter. Hydrogen bubble visualiza
tion provides 
qualitative info1111ation on the modes of vortex shedding past a
n osci11ating 
cylinder. The symmetrical cylinder has a linear diameter reduction 
in its middle 
reaching 0.8D in three diameters along its span in its middle (Figures 2-3 and 2-
3b ). Hot f~ anemometry confirms some of the findings from the fl
ow · 
~, '"• 
visualization ana yields new information on the wake phenomena 
All the results of this investigation are based on Re=Ul>/v=I50~ This re
latively 
low Reynolds number was chosen as it provides stable and laminar sh
edding. The 
results ·are also based on . a peak to peak amplitude relative to dia
meter of . 3/8 
(~/f)=3/8). The cylinder oscillated in the cross-stream direction in a sa~-to
oth 
pattern at frequencies of 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.638, 0.625
, 0.613, 0.6, 
0.588, 0.575, and 0.55 Hz (Figure 2-4). 
l . In describing the vorte~ shedding patterns in the following sec
tions, 
. unfamiliar terms may be introduced · Thus, a brief description of
 some terms 
should be helpful. The, vortex for1natio~ may be, periodic or non-pe
riodic. H a 
' 
. 
vortex or series of vortices ~ shed at regular time intervals, the shedding
 will be 
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called periodic. If no discemable shedding pattern exists, the shedding will be 
called non-periodic or disorganized. _ 
Furthe1111ore, if only one shedding pattern exists and repeats 
itself at a 
constant interval, the periodic shedding will be further defined 
-as (.unifonnly) 
' 
repfi-tive and the shedding will be in the organizing regime kn~wn as lock-in. If 
/~ ---------/ . 
several patterns exist artd repeat themselves at regular interv
als, the periodic 
shedding will be further .defined as modulated. Further, if two 
patterns exist and 
repeat thetnSelves at a constant interval (\12 _12 12 _12 ... ), the modulated pattern w
ill 
be called 1/2 subharmonic or simply subharmonic. These terms 
will be better 
understood after the reader has anajyzed the results of· the investigation. 
4.1. Hydrogen Bubble VISUaliution 
~ 
~ 
The bubble wire was positioned ·vertically (parallel_ to. the cylinder span) and 
• . (I 
horizontally ( orthogonal to the cylinder span) at different locations relative to 
the 
' 
. 
cylinder. For the horizontal plane test, the wire w3$ located immediately upsueam
 
.. 
I '• 
' 
the midplane (at the diameter red\lction) and 3" (12D) below the midplane of
 the 
cylinder. For the spanwise test, the wire was vertically plac
ed 4-6 diameters 
downstream and 1-2 diameters cross-sueam offset from the cente
r of the cylinder's 
,, 
initial position . 
. The two types of photographs (horizontal view and spanwise view) from the 
visuaJization experiments are presented in Figures 4-1 thro
ugh 4-17. .. The 
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called, periodic. ·u no discemable shedding pattern exists, the shedding will be 
-~ . -
called non-periodic or <µ$organized. 
Furthe1111ore, i(. · only one shedding pattern exists and repeats itself at a 
J . 
I 
c~nstant interval, the periodic shedding .. will be further defmed as (uniformly) 
·repetitive and the shedd~g will be in the organizing regime known as lock-in. If · 
several pattern~ exist and repeat themselves at regular intervals, the periodic 
shedding_will be further defined as modulated. Further, if two patterns exist and 
. 
. 
. 
repeat themselves at a constant interval (12 12· 12 12 ... ), the modulated.pattern will 4 . 
. 
. • 
. 
be called 1/2 subharmonic or simply subharmonic. These terms will be bette~ 
understood after the reader has analyzed the results of the_ investigation. 
' 
4.1. Hydrogen_ Bubble Visualization 
The bubble wire was positioned vertically (parallel to the cylinder span) and 
horizontally ( orthogonal to the cylinder span) at different locations relative to the 
cylinder. For the horizontal plane test, the wire was located immediately upstream 
. 
. 
the midplane (at the diameter reduction) and 3" (120) below the midplane of the 
cylinder. For the spanwise test, the wire was vertically placed 4-6 diameters 
downstream and 1-2 diameters cross-stream offset from the center of the cylinder's 
initial position. 
The two types of photographs (horizontal view ~d spanwise view) from the 
visualization experiments are presented in Figures 4-1 through 4-17. The 
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photographs can be more easily understood if the reader reviews Figure J-4. The 
number·appearing in the upper left comer of some photographs indicates the order 
the photograph was taken in the series as follows. 
Labels such as N=l, 2, ... appearing on the photographs (Figures 4-4, 4-5, 
4-13a, and 4-13b) in a series represent a cycle to cycle number. In cases where 
four photographs were taken per cycle (Figures 4-11 and 4-12), labels such as N=l, 
5/4, 6/4, ... were used. In cases where two pictures were taken per cycle (Figures 
4-6, 4-7a, and 4-7b), photographs were taken at the cylinder's maximum positive 
and maximum negative position during its oscillation cycle, labels such as N = 1 +, 
... • ....... . 
1-, 2+, ... were used. Lastly, in the case where a time sequence was shown (Figure 
.. 
4-9), labels such as t=l, 2, .. ~ were used. These numbers, along with a knowledge 
of when the camera was frred as found in the figure captions, will help the reader 
determine what type of shedding pattern exists at a particular frequ~ncy and 
amplitude. 
4.1.1. Horizontal Plane Photographs 
Observation of the timelines shows that as the frequency decreases from 0.9 
.. to 0.55 Hz the fo1111ation is successively: incoherent, phase locked, subhannonic, 
modulated, and incoherent again. 
For the figures described in the fallowing section one photograph per cycle 
l 
J 
was taken at the cylinder's maximum positive position unless stated otherwise. For 
·, 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ < 
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' the horizontal view photographs,~ the above- dplane location (a) was 3" (l2D) 
·spanwise from the midplane location (b). ; 
I 
I 
Figure 4-1 shows the· different fortex patterns produced at different 
frequencies of cylinder oscillation. At frequency ratios (fr=fJf0 *) of 1.19 and 1.13 
the fo1111ation above the midplane is disorganized and repetitively organized 
(apparently locked-in) at the midplane. The vortices have a smaller. wavelength 
and a lligher shedding frequency at fr=l.19 than at fr=.1.13 on the midplane. 
Figure 4-2 shows that at fr=l.06 and 0.93 the shedding is organized and 
repetitive at both midplane and off-midplane locations. As in Figure 4-1, Figure 
4-2 shows a smaller wavelength and a larger shedding frequency at the higher 
excitation frequency ratio of 1.06 than at 0.93. However, the shedding frequency . 
is larger off-midplane than at the midplane. 
t 
Figure 4-3 summarizes the results of Figures 4-1 and 4-2 by juxtaposing 
photographs. from off-midplane and midplane locations. In short, the formation is 
repetitive from fr=l.19 down to 0.93 at the midplane and from 1.06 down to 0.93 
at the off-midplane and the shedding frequency, f8 , increases as we move away 
from the midplane and increase fr. 
-'Figure 4-4 shows a repetitive pattern at fr=O. 79 off midplane and a 
subharmonic pattern on the midplane of the cylinder. The subharmonic pattern 
exhibits two diff er~nt patterns repeating themselves every other oscillation of the 
cylinder (1 2 1 2 etc) as the first, third and fifth photographs are very similar and 
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the second and fourth are very similar. 
Figure .4-5 (~=0.75) shows a one-third modulation,pattem where three 
' 
distinct_ wave fo11ns repeat themselves periodically (1 2 3 1 2.3 etc). 
Figure 4-6 (fr=0.78) contains photographs, that were taken at the cylinder's 
positive and negative positions of the cylinder (2 photos per cycle) at the midplane 
location. A subharmonic modulated pattern where two patterns repeat themselves 
periodically is evident from the photographs. 
Figures 4-7a and 4-7b depict a one third modulated pattern for ~=0.743 at 
the midplane. It is clear from observing the photographs that three distinct patterns 
repeat themselves periodically (1 2 3 1 2 3 etc). 
4 .1.2. V e@ical Plane Pictures 
Observation of the spanwise timeline images provides new info1111ation on 
the three-dimensionality of shedding in addition · to verifying the fmdings of the 
.. previous section. The f 01111ation is more pronounced aiid curvaceous as the wire is 
. 
. \ ~ moved closer to th~ midplane of the cylinder'~ initial position. 
As shown in Figure 4-8 one repetitive pattern exists at ~=0.91. Notice that 
away from the midplane, where the diameter reduction is, the vortex fo11nation is 
two-dimensional as the vertical timelines coincide. However, a bulge in the 
'\ 
\ 
\ 
'-: timelines is apparent in the middle of each photo directly behind the diameter 
reduction. This bulge grows while maintaining its basic shape and is evidence of 
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~ three-dimensional vortex formation effect even though the diameter 
reduction is small (20% linear diameter reduction along 3 diameters of span 
length). The results of Figure 4-10 (fr=l.10, 1.04, antl 0.91) agree with those of 
Figure 4-8 (fr=0.91) in that the one repetitive pattern exists and is two-dimensional 
on the sides and three-dimensional in the middle. ~ 
Figure 4-9 (£:=0.97) depicts the decay of the vortex structure. Tracking_ the 
.. 
vortices during breakdown shows that the initially two-dimensional f 011nation 
" 
existing away from the diameter reduction quickly becomes three-dimensional due 
to a symmetrical rippling effect of the midplane' s three-dimensionality radiating 
outward. Also note how the initially locked-in vortex structure begins to lose its 
symmetry and coherency. 
Figure 4-11 (fr=0.84) shows a subhannonic formation. A strong three-
, dimensional effect due to the small (20%) diameter reduction occurs in the middle 
of the cylinder 3Ild radiates symmetrically outward. 
Figure 4-12 (£:=0.81), as in Figure 4-11 (fr=0.84) shows a subhannonic 
f 01111ation with a very strong three-dimensionality in the middle of the wake . 
. These photos are cl~ser to the cylinder's mean oscillation position (y/D=l.2) and 
consequently show greater sloping and curves in the vortices as a consequence of 
/ 
/'' .. '\. 
being closer to seeing both sides of the wake. · 
Figures 4-13a and 4-13b (fr=0.798) show a one fourth modula~on pattern 
where four different patterns exist and each pattern repeats itself every frfth cycle. 
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Figure 4-15 (fr=1~04, 0.97, and 0.91). shows far views of the cylinder ·wire 
arrang·ed\ent. ·· ··These photographs match previou·s closeup views at the same 
frequency by exhibiting one repetitive wavef 01111~ · · These far views further 
0 
emphasize the three-dimensionality in the middle relative to the two-dimensionality 
on the sides. 
. ' 
Figure 4-16 (t:=0.84 and ·o.·1s)·, also shows far views and agrees with the 
' 
results of the closeups at the~ same frequency while providing more inf 01n1ation 
about the fo1111ation away from the middle (on the sides). One can see from the 
\. 
photographs that the f 01111ation is one repetitive cycle on the sides ( corresponding 
to the off-midplane location of the horizontal view) and modulated in the middle. 
Figure 4-17 (fr=O. 71) shows that the formation is disorganized and non-
periodic across the span of the cylinder with small cells beginning to forn1 on the 
sides. The results from the hydrogen bubble visualization are summarized in 
Figure 4-18. 
A bulge in the timelines is evident in the middle of each spanwise view 
photograph directly behind the diameter reduction. This bulge grows as it moves 
downstream while maintaining its basic shape. It shows that a seemingly 
insignificant linear diameter reduction and then increase of 20% along 6 diameters 
of span length produces a large and spreading three-dimensional shedding effect. 
The three-dimensional bulge in the vortex formation grows downstream as 
it extends along the span of the cylinder above and below the diameter reduction 
32 
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· .. : ' (Figure . 4-67). In effect, the three-dimensional .shedding from the diameter 
·reduction has its own "sub-wake" which spreads into and through the two-
dimensional shedding region directly behind the straight parts of the cylinder (top 
and bottom). 
The three-dimensional shedding complicates the flow by shrinking the lock-
in region on the fr axis and hastening the appearanc_e of modulated shedding 
patterns (Figures -4-18 and -4-64). The local flow speed directly behind the 
diameter reduction is higher than that past the wider, two-dimensional parts·of the 
cylinder as evidenced by a higher mean as observed from the velocity traces . 
' 
(Figures 4-19 through 4-32). This higher flow speed causes the shedding in the 
center of the diameter reduction to lead the shedding of the sides. Thus a bulge 
f or111s in. the time lines with its center farther downstream than its sides as seen in · 
the spanwise visualization photographs (Figures 4-8 through 4-17). In effect, the 
vortices in the center pull (by the viscous action of the water) those vortices above 
and below them in an effort to maintain the same speed. The three-dimensional 
shedding effect is stronger than the two-dimensional shedding effect and extends 
outward in all directions from its source, the smallest part of the cylinder, through 
the two-dimensional domain as described above. 
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4.2. Hot Wire Anemometry 
The probe was placed at two different locations. The xy location of the hot 
, 
\' 
wire probe was 1.5" (6D). downstream and 0.5"(2D) offset from the cylinder's 
center at its initial position. The probe was vertically positioned directly 
downstream of the diameter reduction (midplane) and 3" · (120) below this 
midplane position. 
The following three sections analyze the velocity traces, spectra, and phase 
plane plots. 
4.2.1. Velocity Traces 
The "velocity traces" are plots of voltage vs. time. Voltage is nonlinearly 
related to velocity depending on the calibration of the anemometer. However, for 
the small fluctuations of voltage found in the traces, the velocity-voltage 
relationship can be approximated as linear. Thus, the general shape and character 
··1.,} . 
of the curves are maintained in the voltage to velocity transfo1111ation. The traces 
will subsequently be ref erred to as velocity traces. 
The velocity traces confirm the results of the flow visualization in addition 
to providing more quantitative information on the frequency of shedding. In all but 
the modulated cases and the incoherent regime, the frequency of shedding (fJ is 
\ 
equal to the frequency of oscillation (fJ. 
In Figure 4-19 (fr=l.227), the velocity traces are chaotic at both the off-
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midplane and midplane positions. However, the off-midplane trace · is more 
organized than the midplane case indicating more order away from ~e_ diameter 
reduction. For this frequency (fr=l.227), as will be shown for other frequencies·· 
above lock-in, the diameter reduction produces a more· disorganized (3D) formation 
than the straight (20) part of the cylinder. Although the velocity fluctuations are 
( 
' 
. 
smaller at the midplane, the average velocity is greater at tpe midplane than it is 
at the off-midplane position at t:=1.227. 
In Figure 4-20 (±:=1.159), the off-midplane trace is mildly chaotic and the 
-· 
midplahe trace is repetitive with a sinusoidal amplitude envelope. The amplitude 
.. J 
\ 
peak:s)however, are larger at the off-midplane than those at the midplane similar 
to the observation made at fe=0.9 Hz. 
\ In Figure 4-21 (±:=1.091), both traces are repetitive and have sinusoidal 
amplitude envelopes. However, the off-midplane trace modulates in amplitude 
whereas the midplane trace .does not. 
In Figure 4-22 -(~=1.023), both traces are repetitive but the midplane trace 
has a slightly larger sinusoidal amplitude envelope than the .off-midplane trace. 
; 
Again these traces indicate a more chaotic f 01111ation at the midplane than at. the 
off-midplane. 
In Figure 4-23 (fr=0.955), both traces are repetitive with the off-midplane 
more organized and uniform than the midplane as in Figure 4-22 (~=1.023). In 
Figures 4-24 (fr=0.886) and 4-25 (fr=0.869), both traces are uniformly repetitive and 
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highly ordered. 
In Figure 4-26 ·(t:=0.852), the midplane trace is uniformly repetitive while 
the off-midplane trace is uniformly subharmonic: A large peak is followed 
consistently by a smaller peak of approximately one-third the amplitude of the 
larger peak. The traces in Figure 4-27 (t:=0.835) are similar to those of Figure 4-
26 (t:=0.852) although the subharmonic pattern at the midplane shows varying 
amplitudes similar to the sinusoidal amplitude envelopes observed at higher 
frequencies. 
t In Figure 4-28 (fr=0.818), the off-midplane trace is uniformly repetitive 
while the midplane trace is partly subharmonic and partly disorganized with strong 
amplitude modulations. Perhaps, the wake at the midplane at ~=0.818 is on the 
boundary between subharmonic and a higher harmonic fo1111ation. 
In Figures 4-29 (~=0.801) and 4-30 (t:=0.784), again the off-midplane is 
uniformly repetitive and the midplane trace is chaotic with a hint of the 
subharmonic present as in Figure 4-28 (t:=0.818). However, as the excitation 
' frequency decreases, the midplane trace becomes more chaotic perhaps approaching 
a higher harmonic pattern. 
In Figure 4-31 (fr=0.767), the off-midplane fluctuates between fully 
harmonic (uniformly repetitive) and subharmonic. The midplane trace appears to 
be a higher order harmonic (1/3). In Figure 4-32 (fr=0.750), the off-midplane trace 
is subhru,rionic whereas the midplane trace is a 1/3 harmonic pattern . 
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In.summary, at high frequencies, the fluctuations measured at the midplane 
tend· to be more organized than those at the off-tnidplane location. , At low 
,' 
frequencies, the converse holds. Tins general trend can be explained by the 
following hypothesis. 
The natural shedding frequency for a stationary cylinder f0 * and the shedding 
· frequency ~ resulting from a given excitati~n frequency fe is higher at the midplane 
than it is at the off-midplane location. Since the Strouhal number is constant 
across~ the cylinder span for this experiment (f8D/U-0.2), fs must be larger at the 
midplane than the straight part of the cylinder because of its smaller diameter. At 
high excitation frequencies fe operating above lock-in, the midplane shedding 
dominates the off-midplane shedding and is more organized. This is due to the 
{--
ratio of fJfs is closer to unity at the midpliµlC since its shedding is at a higher ! 
frequency. In contrast, at low excitation frequencies fe below lock-in, the off-
midplane shedding dominates and thus is more organized than the midplane 
shedding as its operating point is closer to lock-in (fJfs = 1). 
4.2.2. Frequency Analysis (Spectra) 
The power spectrum supplies quantitative info11nation on the frequency 
1 content of the vo~ shedding. In the power spectrum plots that . follow, the 
common logarithm of the energy per frequency, u' 2(f)/M, is plotted along they ,:, 
axis (ordinate) and the frequ,ency, f(Hz), along the x axis (abscissa). Thus, at a 
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given frequency, one can deter111ine how much energy is present at . the, -probe. 
• 
<:> 
... .' 
The spectra°'·confin11 the -results .,of the previous sections. For the readers 
convenience, a table of peak values of energy at given frequencies from the spectra 
is given in Figure 4-48. 
The excitation frequencies of the cylinder that produce lock-in show a major 
peak at fe and small ~or peak ( <5 % of major peak) at multiples of fe (Figu 
~ 
~re 4~ 36 (~=1.091) through Figure 4-40 (fr=0.869)). This shows that most of the 
energy contained in the wake occurs at the lock-in frequencies. 
The excitation frequencies of the cylinder that produce a subhannonic 
pattern show a major peak at fe and a second hannonic at 1/2 fe and a third 
harmonic at 3/2 fe. This occurs at the midplane in Figures 4-41 through 4-43 
(fr=0.852, 0.835, and 0.818) and at the off-midplane location in Figures 4-46 and 
4-47 (~=0.767 and 0.750) .. 
" 
The excitation frequencies of the cylinder that produce a 1/3 modulated 
pattern show a major peak at approximately 3/5 fe and a second hannonic at about 
8/5 fe and a third hannonic at fe. The sum of the frequencies of the first and third 
hannonics equals the frequency of the second harmonic to within usually two to 
three significant figures. This occurs at the midplane of Figures 4-45, 4-46, and 
4-47 (~=0.784, 0.767, 0.750). 
The excitation frequencies that produet7 incoherent patterns show no major 
peak. This makes sense because there is no shedding frequency that contains 
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enough energy to organize the wake at one frequency. 
The variations in the starting points of the spectra near the origin (at zero 
frequency) are due to several reasons. If the data filtering process is perfect, the 
spectra starts at the passband frequency of 0.15 Hz. When the process is imperfect~ 
' 
the spectra starts at or near the origin (0 Hz) as it leaves a non-zero contribution 
of power in the spectra. This occurs when a non-integral number of cycles is 
filtered. These mfuor variations near the origin of the spectra are negligible as 
proven by a direct matching of filtered with unfiltered spectra Jo within at least 
three significant figures at all points within the bandpass region (0.15 - 5 Hz). 
4.2.3. Phase Plane Plots 
The phase plane plots that follow graph flow velocity, u(t), from the hot film 
velocity traces vs. the position of the cylinder during its oscillation, y(t). The 
cylinder position y(t) was calculated from a knowledge of the cylinder's oscillation 
cycle given the frequency and ·amplitude (Figure 2-4). Phase plane plots, also 
known as Lissajous plots, provide frequency anq~phase info1111ation from two time-
dependent, periodic signals (Beckwith et al.). The signals of interest for this study 
are the shedding velocity, u(t), and the cylinder position, y(t). For the plots that 
follow, one may assess the phase change, if any, and the frequency ratio between 
I!; 
the formation and the cylinder cycle. 
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. 4.2.3.1. General Coherency Results 
The following plots will be characterized in one of three ways. Fi_rst, if the 
lines wrap around themselves in one coincident pattern, the plot will be considered 
highly phase-coherent with one frequency being present at the probe. Second, if 
.. the lines wrap ~ound themselves in two coincident patterns, .. the plot will be 
considered highly coherent with two frequencies being present. Third, if the lines 
do not wrap around themselves, but they drift, the plot will be considered either 
incoherent or coherent with a low frequency drift. Combinations of the three 
regimes may exist. 
In Figures 4-49 and 4-50 (fe=0.9 and 0.85 Hz) the off-midplane plot is 
incoherent and the midplane plot is highly phase coherent with one frequency 
present as implied by the wrap around present. 
In Figures 4-51, 4-52, and 4-53 (0.8, 0.75, 0.7 Hz) the midplane plot 
remains highly coherent but starts to shift as the frequency decreases whereas the 
off-midplane plot, is increasing its coherency, while not as coherent as the 
midplane plot. 
In Figures 4-54 through 4-59 (0.65-0.588 Hz) the midplane becomes less 
coherent then becomes incoherent while the off-midplane becomes highly coherent. 
fu Figures 4-60 through 4-62 (0.575-0.55 Hz) both plots become incoherent. ~ 
Figure 4-63 summarizes these general observations. 
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4.2.3.2. Frequency Ratio of u(t) and y(t) 
- ' ,.:. 
,. ' 
Frequency ratios between the shedding velocity u(t) and cylinder position 
y(t) c3fl usually be determined from phase plane plots. However, when a 
modulated shedding pattern exists in the wake of the cylinder, more than one 
frequency may be present in the u(t) signal. This existence of multiple frequencies 
in u(t) complicates a frequency ratio analysis of u(t) and y(t) via phase plane plots 
... , . 
(Lissajous diagrams). 
The following relationship, known from literature (Beckwith et al.), is useful 
(\ 
for analyzing Lissajous diagrams: 
Frequency of vertical input u(t) = Number of vertical maxima 
Frequency of horizontal input y(t) Number of horizontal maxima 
The following results are based on the above relation. For almost all cases 
(Figures 4-49 through 4-62 (fr=l.227 to ±:=0.750)), the frequency ratio of u(t) and 
y(t) is 1:1 at both off-midplane and midplane locations. This is evidenced by the 
lack of a crossing point away from the sides of the plot within two consecutive 
cycles. However, for the midplane location of Figures 4-57 through 4-62 (fr=0.835 
through 0.750) the frequency ratio of velocity u(t) to cylinder motion y(t) is 1:2. 
'{, . 
This is apparent from the above relation given 1 vertical maximum and 2 horizontal 
maxima are· apparent in the squashed-down, figure-eight pattern (with a crossing 
point from cycle to cycle - clearly not the cycle-to-cycle drift found in the 1: 1 case) 
present in the Lissajous diagrams (phase plane plots). 
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I The frequency ratio results agree with the spectra results . discussed 
,. __ t 
. ' previously: The frequency of the largest amplitude component of almost all spectra 
equals the excitation frequency of the. cylinder fe. The exceptions are found in the 
spectra of the midplane for fr=0.835 through 0.750 where the frequencies of the 
J 
largest amplitude component equal 1/2 fe. 
4.2.3.3. Phase Difference of u(t) and y(t) 
.The orientation of the major axis of the phase plane plot reveals the phase 
relationship between the shedding velocity u(t) and the cylinder position y(t). The 
signals will be in phase, 180° out of· phase, and 90° out of phase with each other 
when the major axis is a positively sloped line, a negatively sloped line, and an C 
" horizontal ellipse respectively. 
~e off-midplane plot of Figure 4-49 (~=1.227) shows that the signals u(t) 
and y(t) vary from in phase to 90° out of phase while the signals at the midplane 
maintain a constant phase of 90°. 
Figure 4-50 (fr=l.159) shows that signals at both the off-midplane and 
midplane locations are 900 out of phase. 
Figure 4-51 (~=1.09l)_shows that signals at the off-midplane location are 90° 
' 
out of phase and the signals at the midplane are 180° out of phase. 
Figures 4-52 and 4-53 (fr=l.023 and 0.955) indicate that signals at the off-
midplane location vary from 0° to 90° out of phase and the signals at the midplane 
42 
are in phase. 
Figures 4-54 and 4-55 (£:=0.886 and 0.869) indicate that the .signals at the 
off-midplane location are approximately 45° out of phase and those at the midplane 
~ 
hover around 90° ~ut of phase. 
Figures 4-56 through 4-59 (fr=0.852, 0.835, 0.818, and 0.801) show that the 
·,·\ 
signals at the off-midplane location are approximately 90° out of phase and the 
phase difference of the signals at the midplane are ill-defined from the phase plots 
but are probably 90° out of phase. 
) 
/ 
Figures. 4-60, 4-61, and 4-62 (fr=0.784, 0.767, and 0.750) show that the 
• 
signals at the off-midplane location are approximately 90° out of phase and those 
,> 
• 
signals at the midplane are probably 180° out of phase although it is difficult to 
prove given. the unsteadiness of the phase plane plots. 
" 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
, I (1) A pronounced three-dimensionality of its shedding of vortices from a 
uniformly two-dimensional cylinder is generat~d by a small reduction in diameter 
. . . . 
of the cylinder at its midsection. This region rapidly grows in the spanwise 
direction with increasing distance downstream of the cylinder. 
. . 
(2) Five different shedding regimes occur as the excitation frequency of the 
cylinder is varied. The shedding is incoherent, modulated, locked-in, modulated, 
and incoherent respectively as the ratio fr of the excitation frequency to the inherent 
shedding frequency is increased from 0.750 to 1.227. The structure is characterized 
by flow visualization and hot film anemometry data 
(3) The extent of the lock-in region on the ~ axis of the vortex fon11ation 
. 
' 
from the reduced diameter portion of the cylinder is, smaller than that corresponding 
to the vortex fo11nation from the two-dimensional portion of the cylinder away 
from the reduced diameter region. 
( 4) The frequency of the largest amplitude component from power spectra 
data corresponds to the frequency of cylinder excitation in all cases except at the 
midplane (reduced diameter location) for t:=0.784, 0.768, and 0.750 where it is 1/2 
fe, corresponding to the onset of strong subharmonic modulation. 
(5) The unsteady velocity fluctuations u(t) corresponding to vortex shedding 
are typically 90° out of phase or in phase with the cylinder motion y(t), depending 
on the frequency ration t:. 
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6. RECOMNIENDATIONS 
Much inf 011nation is known about the modes of vortex shedding ·from the 
two~dimensional cylinder. However, the range of Reynolds numbers considered 
I 
I 
is very limited. Turbulent wake flows need more consideration. Laminar shedding 
was investigatyd f~t because it is easier to study and helpful in understanding 
turbulent flow. More investigation needs to be done for much higher Reynolds 
number to better simulate real flows. Specifically, more wind tunnel experiments 
at higher velocities will h~lp achieve this goal. 
' 
' 
In addition to understanding this phenomenon over a larger range of 
Reynolds numbers, the detailed mechanisms of the three-dimensional vortex 
f 01n1ation need to be investigated. For instance, as addressed during this study, a 
seemingly insignificant reduction of cylinder diameter by 20% has a large three-
dimensional effect on the wake. A 20% or more area perturbation is present in 
many structures. How does the three-dimensional f onnation interact with the two-
dimensional part ? Does one dominate another or are the effects averaged and 
under what conditions ? 
Transient vortex f 01111ation is relatively unexplored. In the past, researchers 
have concentrated their efforts on steady-state, forced cylinder oscillation. The 
effects of growth and decay of the vortex f 01111ation process need more 
investigation,. fu addition to sinusoidal oscillation, other f on11s of oscillation, such 
. ·-:'--
as frequency and amplitude modulation, need consideration. The object shape also 
45 
should receive more attention relative to the traditional, symmetrical cylinder. The 
effects on lift, drag, and heat transfer rate must be known over a wider range of 
'S. 
Reynolds numbers, incidence angles, end effects, and flow profiles (not only 
unifonn ones). 
Ideally, an accurate theoretical model would help quantify the flow structure. 
However, as computers become more powerful, perhaps the governing equations 
of flow (momentum, conservation of mass and energy, etc.) will be solved without 
making gross assumptions thereby simulating the three-dimensional velocity field 
' 
at high Reynolds numbers in the presence of cylinder oscillations. More regard 
with particle tracking and three-dimensional CAD reconstruction of the velocity 
field needs to be done in order to further understand the underlying physics. 
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Figure 2-1: Plan and front views of the closed loop water channel (Takrnaz 
and Rockwell, 1989). 
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Figure 2-2: Front view of the experimental setup (Takmaz and Rockwell, 1989). 
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Figure 2-3: Actual-size schematic of cylinder indicating the off-midplane(a) 
and midplane(b) probe locations. See Figure 2-3b on next page for 
dimensions. 
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Figure 4-1: Visualization of vortex fo1111ation in planes orthogonal to span of 
cylinder at fc=0.918 and 0.867 Hz, f0*=0.77 Hz, AP~3/8, and Re=150. H2 bubble wire located l2D below midplane of cylinder (a) and wire on midplane (b). All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during 
oscillation cycle. 
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Figure 4-2: Visualization of vortex fo1111ation in planes orthogonal to span of 
cylinder at fe=0.816 and 0.714 Hz, f0 *=0.77 Hz, AP~3/8, and Re=150. H2 
bubble wire located l2D below midplane of cylinder (a) and wire on midplane 
(b). All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during 
oscillation cycle. 
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Figure 4-3: Visualization of vortex formation in planes orthogonal to span of 
cylinder at fc=0.918, 0.867, 0.816, 0.765, and 0.714 Hz, f0·=0.77 Hz, APJD=3/8, and Re=150. H2 bubble wire located l2D below midplane of 
cylinder (a) and wire on midplane (b). All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during oscillation cycle. 
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l;igure 4-4: Visualization of vortex fonnation i11 planes orthogonal to span of 
cyli11der at fe=0.612 Hz, f0·=0.77 Hz, Ap/D=3/8, a11d Re=150·. H2 bubble wire 
located l 2D below midpla11e of cyli11der (a) and wire 011 n1idplane (b ). All 
photos taken at 111axin1un1 positive positio11 of cyli11der during oscillatio11 cycle. 
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Figure 4-5: Visualization of vortex fo11nation in planes orthogonal to span of 
cylinder at fe=0.574 Hz, f0*=0.77 Hz, AP/0=3/8, and Re=150. H2 bubble wire 
on midplane. All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during oscillation cycle. 
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Figure 4-6: Visualization of vortex fo1111ation in planes orthogonal to span of 
cylinder at fe=0.599 Hz, f0*=0.77 Hz, AP/D=3/8, and Re=150. H2 bubble wire 
on midplane. All photos taken at maximum positive ( +) and negative (-) positions of cylinder during oscillation cycle. 
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Figure 4-8: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe=0.7 Hz, f0·=0.77 Hz, AP/0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located 6D downstream of cylinder. All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder. Vertical and horizontal 
extent of each photograph is l5D and 24D respectively. 
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Figure 4-9: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation for the case of 
termination of cylinder motion from steady state oscillation at fe=0.75 Hz, 
f0·=0.77 Hz, APJD=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=4D and y=2D. Each 
photo is phase-focked according to appearance of second vortex at same spatial 
location. Vertical and horizontal extent of each photograph is l5D and 24D 
respectively. 
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Figure 4-10: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe=0.85, 0.8, and 
0.7 Hz, f0*=0.77 Hz, AP/0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. 
All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during oscillation 
cycle. Vertical and horizontal extent of ~each photograph is 15D and 24D 
respectively. 
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Figure 4-11: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fc=0.65 Hz, f0*=0.77 Hz, AP/0=3/8, and Re=:150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. Four pictures were taken per cycle of cylinder during oscillation cycle. Vertical and horizontal extent of each photograph is 15D and 24D respectively. 
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Figure 4-12: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe=0.625 Hz, 
f0 ·=0.77 Hz, AP/f)=3/8, and Re=l50. Wire located at x=6D and y=l.2D. Four 
pictures were taken per cycle of cylinder during oscillation cycle. Vertical and 
horizontal extent of each photograph is l5D and 24D respectively. 
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Figure 4-13a: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe=0.6 Hz, 
f0·=0.77 Hz, Awf0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. 
Photographs were taken at the same phase of each cycle. Vertical and 
horizontal extent of each photograph is l5D and 24D respectively. 
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Figure 4-13b: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe=0.6 Hz, 
f0·=0.77 Hz, ~/0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. 
Photographs were taken at · the same phase of each cycle. Vertical and 
horizontal extent of each photograph is l5D and 24D respectively. 
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. Figure 4-15: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fc-0.8, 0.75, and 0.7 Hz, f0·=0.77 Hz, App/0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=l.4D. All photos taken at maximum positive position of cylinder during 
oscillation cycle. Bubble timelines extend in vertical direction a distance of 23D and in horizontal direction from x=6D to x=30D in photo. 
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Figure 4-16: Spanwise visualization of vortex formation at fe-0.65 and 0.6 
Hz, f0 ·=0.77 Hz, A /[)=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. 
Camera continuousfy frred. Bubble timelines extend in vertical direction a 
distance of 23D and in horizontal direction from x=6D to x=30D in photo. 
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Figure 4-17: Span wise visualization of vortex f onnation at fe=0.55 Hz, 
f0 ·=0.77 Hz, A /0=3/8, and Re=150. Wire located at x=6D and y=2D. Camera 
,.continuously fired. Bubble timelines extend in vertical direction a distance of 
23D and in horizontal direction from x=6D to x=30D in photo. 
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Figure 4-18 : Shedding regions for App1D=3/8 and Re= 150 from hydrogen 
bubble visualization for above-midplane (a) and midplane (b) wire locations. 
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Figure 4-19: Velocity traces for fjf0 *=1.227. The hot film was located at x!D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed ip volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-20: Velocity traces for fjf0"=1.159. The hot film \l.-'as located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. · Velocit)' u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-21: Velocity traces for fjf0 *=1.091. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-22: Velocity traces for fjf0 ·=1.023. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-23: Velocity traces for fjf0 ·=0.955. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-24: Velocity traces for fjf0 *=0.886. The hot film \Vas located at x/D=6 and 
)'/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-25: Velocity traces for fjf0·=0.869. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-26: Velocity traces for fjf O • =0. 852. The hot film \\'as located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-nlidplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-27: Velocity traces for fjf0*=0.835. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-28: Velocity traces for fjf0 ·=0.818. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-29: Velocity traces for fJf0 • =0.801. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-30: Velocity traces for fjf0·=0.784. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-31: Velocity traces for fjf0*=0.767. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4 .. 32: Velocity traces for fJf0 ·=0.750. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts 
and time t expressed in seconds. 
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Figure 4-34: Power Spectral Density based on velocit)' u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0*=1.227. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y!D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-35: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0 ·=1.159. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-36: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fc/f
0
*=1.0_91. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y!D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
mid plane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-37: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0 ·=1.023. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-38: Po\ver Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fe/f0 *=0.955. The hot film \\'as located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-39: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0 *=0.886. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y!D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-40: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0 • =0.869. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-41: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf
0
• =0.852. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
mid plane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-42: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fe/f0 • =0.835. The hQt film v.'as located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-43: Power Specrral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fe/f0 *=0.818. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
mid plane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-44: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf0 ·=0.801. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
mid plane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-45: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fjf
0*=0.784. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-46: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fe/f0*=0.767. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
midplane (b) positions. 
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Figure 4-47: Power Spectral Density based on velocity u(t) versus frequency f for 
fe/f
0
• =0.750. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and 
mid plane (b) positions. 
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FIGURE 4-48 
SPECTRAL PEAK VALUES 
Midplane Off-midplane 
~ fe f, Amplitude f, Amplitude 
1.227 0.900 0.916 0.003773 0.627 0.081663 
0.301 0.002081 0.916 0.070718 
0.615 0.001062 0.277 0.065705 
0.940 0.000302 0.603 0.037608 
1.159 0.850 0.868 0.030802 0.868 0.123662 
0.265 0.003900 0.241 0.039752 
0.820 0.001639 0.639 0.031673 
' 0.603 0.001410 0.217 0.027574 
1.091 0.800 0.808 0.044110 0.808 0.203815 
0.856 0.001262 0.772 0.005196 
0.916 0.001232 0.193 0.004427 
1.023 0.750 0.760 0.113738 0.760 0.198891 
0.651 0.001906 1.531 0.005674 
' 0.856 0.000682 0.832 0.002693 
0.711 0.000214 0.663 0.002263 
0.955 0.700 0.711 0.202708 0.711 0.354214 
0.603 0.000730 0.772 0.004507 
0.760 0.000367 1.435 0.003531 
1.423 0.000259 0.651 0.003029 
0.663 0.000248 2.146 0.002712 
0.627 0.000244 0.603 0.001673 
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Figure 4-48: Summary of spectra results. Table of spectral peak values. 
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Figure 4-49: Phase plane plots for fjf0 ·=1.227. The hot film \\'as located at x/D=6 ar1d 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocit)' u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-50: Phase plane plots for fjf0 ·=1.159. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-51: fhase plane plots for fjf0 ·=1.091. The hot film v.'as located at x/D=6 and 
)'/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-52: Phase plane plots for fjf0 ·=1.023. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-53: Phase plane plots for fjf0 ·=0.955. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocit)' u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-54: Phase plane plots for fjf0 • =0.886. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-55: Phase plane plots for fJf0 ·=0.869. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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. * Figure 4-56: Phase plane plots for fjf0 =0.852. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-57: Phase plane plots for fjf0 * =0.835. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocit)' u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-58: Phase plane plots for fjf0 • =0.818. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocit)' u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-59: Phase plane plots for fjf0*=0.801. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-60: Phase plane plots for fe/f0*=0.784. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-61: Phase plane plots for fJf0 ·=0.767. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and 
y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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Figure 4-62: Phase plane plots for fjf0 ·=0.750. The hot film was located at x/D=6 and y/D=2 for off-midplane (a) and midplane (b) positions. Velocity u(t) expressed in volts. 
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APPENDIX A: Te1ms and Definitions 
Lock-in region is a region or range of cylinder amplitude and frequency that 
produces synchronization. · The size of this region is proportional to the amplitude 
of cy tinder oscillation. 
Near wake region-the immediate region downstream the cylinder. 
Resonant Synchronization is when synchronization produces only two 
vortices each cycle which results in a more concentrated vorticity. 
Subharmonic. Subharmonic excitation is when fe<f0 • When fjf0 =2 or 3, 
the structure is synchronized with the cylinder's motion. 
Synchronization is when the vortex formation frequency is equal to the 
cylinder's oscillation frequency. · 
von Karman Vortex Street sheds two vortices per cycle in an asymmetric, 
periodic street. 
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APPENDIX B: Operation of the DISA 55D01 Anemometer 
modified from Gretta (1990) 
I) Select suitable probe support and sufficient length of cable to reach 55DO l main 
unit. 
II) Measure resistance of cables and probe leads. 
1) Insert shorting probe into probe mount; do not place probe in water. 
2) Connect the coaxial cable from the probe into the anemometer PROBE 
jack. 
3) Make the following settings on the unit: 
A) METER SWITCH to 30 V. 
B) LOOP CONTROL to STD. BY. 
C) BRIDGE RATIO to 1:20. 
D) LF GAIN to HIGH. 
_i. 
E) all PROBE RESISTANCE decades to 0. 
F) TEMPERATURE-0-RESISTANCE toggle switch to neutral. 
G) INPUT BIAS to half-scale meter deflection. 
4) Adjust the PROBE RESISTANCE decades until the OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE meter shows little or no change when the probe current is momentarily 
switched on by activating the TEMPERATURE-0-RESISTANCE toggle switch to 
RESISTANCE. 
5) This resistance reading is ~ab1e· 
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III) Determine probe resistance. 
1) Remove shorting probe and insert hot film probe into support. To µt&ure 
that the probe mount is water tight, rubber cement should be applied to joints that 
are submerged. 
2) Ground probe support tube near the probe. This ground should also be 
attached to the channel cart, the anemometer unit, the computer, and the channel 
itself. All of these grounds should be attached to the laborato:ry ground using a 
braided ground cable. 
3) Place probe in channel. The water in the channel should be at the 
temperature at which experiments will be conducted. 
4) Repeat step 2c from above. 
5) This resistance reading is ~able+probe· 
IV) Set overheat ratio. 
1) Using an overheat ratio of 1.08 (from probe manufacturer for room 
temperature conditions) calculate ~t: 
a_ - l.08~ + R,.1e 
where 
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2) Using the resistance decades, set this value of R_ on the anemometer. 
V) Connect anemometer to. AID co11:verter. 
1) Connect cable from BRIDGE TOP on anemometer to ND converter 
termination board. It is also necessary to divide the voltage before passing it to the 
converter since the maximum allowable voltage for the converter is 10 V. 
VI) Operation. 
1) Set LOOP CONTROL to INT.; keep this setting only as long as tests are 
to be run since this keeps the probe energized continuously. 
2) Trigger computer to acquire data via data acquisition program. 
NOTE: It is recommended that the output of the anemometer be viewed on an 
oscilloscope to check for any irregular noise or possible probe deterioration. 
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APPENDIX C:·· Anemometry Data Acquisition Program 
modified from Gretta (1990) 
, 
I) After the steps in Appendix A have been followed, tum ON the computer an
d 
change directory to DAS (Data Acquisition System) by typing: 
C:\>CD DAS {ENTER} 
II) To run the program type ALT and hit enter: 
C:\DAS>AL T {ENTER} 
NOTE: If it desired to run the program on a computer that does no
t have 
an AID converter, type: 
C:\DAS>AL T -C {ENTER} 
this will tell the program not to look for the AID board and will allow one 
to use all of the program functions except for data acquisition. 
Ill) Upon entering the program there will be a menu on the right-hand side of th
e 
screen with a number of choices. The steps listed below will outline th
e basic steps 
for starting a simple . data-taking session. At the end of this ou
tline a brief 
description of some of the additional options will be listed which 
the user may 
incorporate into his or her data reduction analysis. The instructions 
given below 
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only pertain, to the program in its present f 01111. Revisions have been
 made to the 
' . 
· program since the writing of this paper, but the basic operation of the _p
rogram has 
not changed. 
1) Set Parameters 
A) Hit F2 for PROGRAM PARAMETERS: 
i) A small menu will appear which displays several parameters 
which may or may not need to be changed. Fl displays the curr
ent available 
memory (RAM). This should be checked after all parameters have been modified. 
ii) F2 tells the program what kind of calibration curve the data 
should be fit to. This option may be omitted for now, but will be 
described in 
Section 5.F. 
iii) F3 (# CHANNELS) allows the user to specify how many 
channels are to be used. For a single wire probe test, one chann
el would be 
sufficient although two should be chosen to allow for storage of spe
ctral analysis 
data. The maximum number of channels that the AID converter can use is fo
ur. 
iv) The ACTIVE CHANNEL is the channel in which 
parameters are presently being modified for. The CALIBRATION FIL
E (explained 
below) should be changed in accordance with the ACTIVE CHANNEL. 
v) F5 displays the memory allocated to each channel. This 
value must be greater than or equal to the number of points being r
ead for each 
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. corresponding channel. 
B) Hit F3 for ACQUISITION PARAMETERS: 
i) This menu displays control parameters for the AID 
converter. 
ii) DELTA is the time increment value between data point 
readings. The ACQUISITION TIME (F6) is the NUMBER ACQ PTS (F3) 
multiplied by the DELTA value: 
ACQUISITION TIME - DELTAsx NO. POINTS 
iii) The NYQUIST FREQUENCY, Nt, is a calculated value 
and is found from: 
N _ NO. POINTS 
r 2 x ACQUISmON TIME 
iv) F7 tells the program if the data should be fed into a 
calibration curve before being saved. The option toggles between OFF and AUTO. 
If the AUTO option is selected the program will feed all of the data into the 
calibration cmve described in Section I.A and 5.F. 
2) Acquire and View Data 
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A) Hit F4 to begin the data acquisition 
Cl __ ),. ', 
B) Data will begin to be obtairted for the total ACQUISmON TIME 
. . 
previously defmed and a beep will signify that the acquisition is complete, 
C) When the data is taken it is stored in memory and a GRAPH 
MENU appears. Various self-explanatory options appear which allow the user to 
specify personal preferences for the appearance of the graph. There is also the 
capability to change either of the axes to a logarithmic scale as well as being able 
to zoom into a specific range of points. 
D) Upon exiting from data viewing, one can reexamine data by 
hitting FlO. This will display the same GRAPH MENU as described above. 
3) Statistics 
A) Data statistics can be quickly calculated and displayed by hitting 
F6. 
i) Listed below are definitions for the parameters displayed in 
the STATISTICS window: 
(' 
1 n 
Mean value-ii-- E u1 
n 1-1 
1 n 
RMS value- - EU: 
n i-1 
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D E ( ui-u )2 
Variance--1·~1 ~~~ 
n-1 
Standard deviation, a -
n-1 
Coeff of variation- .g. x 100 
u 
u· 4 
Coeff of Kurtosis- --
. ~·~2 
.. 
, 
4) Spectral Analysis 
A) A SPECTRAL ANALYSIS can be perlouned by hitting F5. A 
menu will appear which displ~ys four options: 
i) AUTOCORRELATION (Fl) and AUTO SPECTRAL 
DENSil'Y (F3) are 0 generally used for examining a single measurement. The F3 
' 
option utilizes an FFI' (Fast Fourier Transfom1) algorithm. 
ii) CROSS-CORRELATION (F2) and CROSS SPECTRAL 
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DENSI'l'Y (F4) are generally used for analyzing a pair of si~~s such as those 
obtained with a 2-wire probe. 
iii) Upon selection of one of the above options, another menu 
will appear which asks for the input and output channels. If the NO. OF 
CHANNELS described in Section I.A is greater than one then the AUTO 
SPECTRAL DENSI'l'Y data, for example, can be sent to an unused channel. 
iv) When the transfo11nation is complete, the GRAPH MENU. 
described in Section 2.C will appear and the data can be viewed. 
B) PEAK DETECTION (F7) can be done on the transfo11ned data. 
After picking a maximum amplitude value (threshold), all of the points with a 
value equal to or greater than this threshold will be listed with the corresponding 
Nyquist frequency. 
5) Additional Options 
A) SA VE DATA (F9) can be used to store the raw or calibrated data 
for future analysis. Transfor111ed data may also be saved using this option. 
B) LOAD DATA (F8) can be used to load in data that was previously 
taken. (Make sure that the channel memory allocated for this· imported data is large 
enough.) 
C) SYSTEM (ALT-Fl) allows the user to temporarily exit the 
program and move to DOS. No data or parameters will be lost. 
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D) ENSEMBLE AVERAGING (ALT-F3) allows the user to average 
two or more groups of data. The option gives a menu which allows the user to 
enable or disable the averaging. It also allows for saving or retrieving an ensemble. 
(> 
·· E) CONFIGURATION (ALT-F4) gives the user the option of saving 
the previously defmed parameters. This inf 01111ation can be put into a . 
CONFIGURATION FILE which can be given any name, but must have a SET 
extension. Then, upon entering the program, the configuration can automatically 
be loaded in by typing: 
C:\DAS>AL T F1LENAME.SET {ENTER} 
I 
F) LOAD CALIBRATION (ALT-F5) allows the user to load a data 
ftle into the program so that the data can be fit to a calibration curve. The f 011nat 
\ 
of the data ftle must be as follows: 
any label n 3o a1 ~ ~- •• 3n 
where n is the order of the polynomial and the a values are the coefficients, which 
corresponds to a polynomial of the form: 
An example of a calibration file for a 4th order polynomial curve fit is: 
calfile 4 -7.8824 7.7464, -2.475 .21944 .015789 
i) As described in Section 1.A and 1.B the data can 
automatically be fed into a calibration curve. If CALIBRATION is set to AUTO 
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in the ACQUISIDON PARAMETERS (F3) section, then all acquired data will be 
calibrated . 
. ,a . 
ii) If CALIBRATION is set to OFF instead, the data will only 
be calibrated by hitting CALIBRATE ACTIVE (ALT-F6). 
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-MPENDIX D: Outline of an ,Oral Presentation 
. . 
VARIABLES OF INTEREST 
Reynolds number = Re = UD/v 
Strouhal number = S = f))/U · 
Amplitude ratio = AID 
Shedding wavelength = A 
Wavelength ratio= UTJD = A/0 
APPLICATIONS 
FLOW INDUCED VIBRATION AND AERODYNAMIC FORCES 
HEAT TRANSFER 
NOISE REDUCTION 
COMBUSTION AND MJXING 
RESEARCH AREAS 
GENERAL MODES OF VORTEX FORMATION: 
Ongoren and Rockwell (1986); Williamson and Roshko (1988); Atta et al. 
LIFI', DRAG, AND PHASE: 
Williamson and Roshko (1988); Bishop and Hassan (1964) 
OBLIQUE AND PARALLEL SHEDDING AND VORTEX SPLITI1NG: 
Williamson (1987); Eisenlohr and Eckelmann (1-988); Ramberg (1982) 
GEOMETRY VARIATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDfflONS 
Different sized and angled end plates 
Different shapes : Cylinder, square, triangle, etc. 
3-D effects: 
Hollow cylinders placed ·over main cylinder 
Diameter reduction in middle of cylinder 
Slotted cylinders with suction/ejection 
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS (Must be non-evasive) 
VISUALIZATION:~ bubble, smoke/dye ejection 
HOT FILM ANEMOMETRY: Measures velocity at a point 
PARTICLE TRACK.ING: Measures instantaneous velocity field 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE GOALS 
Consider a larger range of 'Reynolds numbers 
Do turbulent modes exist and are they similar to laminar modes? 
e.g. More wind tunnel tests at high velocities 
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Explore 3-D effects __ 
Investigate transient effects: growth arid decay not only steady Theoretical flow " , 
models with accompany~g numerical solution 
More studies with flow-induced (not forced) oscillation 
... LOCK-IN CONCEPT 
The lock-in region is a range of cylinder amplitude and frequency that produces 
synchronization. Synchronization occurs when the vortex f onnation freq_Uency 
matches the cylinder's excitation frequency. 
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